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ABSTRACT OF THE DISCLOSURE 

A collapsible bed rail for use with conventional mat 
tresses and springs which has anchoring arms that extend 
under a mattress, to brace the rail in position, that are 
pivotally attached to the guard portion of the rail with a 
connection that includes a slot and headed stop which both 
limits the degree of pivot and retains the parts in assem 
bly. There is further shown a guard portion that extends 
above a mattress which is subdivided into halves that are 
hinged to one another so that the bed rail can be folded 
to one-half its full length. 

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 

Bed rails are commonly employed to prevent children, 
invalids, light sleepers and the like from falling out of 
bed. Some rails are tailor made for particular beds and 
?t in spacial brackets on such beds. Others are portable 
and of general use for any standard bed. The portable ' 
rails avoid the necessity of permanent guards, and each 
can be used on a plurality of beds to enhance their ver 
satility. To best serve its function, a portable bed rail 
must be compact, easily mounted, secure when in mounted 
position, and collapsible into a small space for storage. 
Bed rails have been made of tubular members that 

combine adequate strength with light weight. Examples 
are shown in Pat. Nos. 1,066,976, 1,915,774, 2,555,228, 
2,859,454 and 2,991,487. It is desirable in such tubular 
constructions to pivot the anchoring arms that ?t under 
the mattress to accomplish collapsing. A mere pivot con 
nection, however, can be annoying if the anchoring arms 
are unrestrained, and can swing into any position within 
an orbit of 360 degrees. Limiting types of construction 
are shown in Pat. Nos. 2,859,454 and 2,991,487. Con 
nections that limit the amount of pivot may become un 
duly expensive and out of proportion in both expense 
and complexity to the rest of the bed rail. The present 
invention is directed to overcoming such a problem. 

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 

The present invention represents improvements in a 
collapsible bed rail construction and it more speci?cally 
resides in a guard member that projects above a mattress 
having downward extending legs which are in telescopic, 
pivoted connection at their lower ends with anchoring 
arms that are inserted under a mattress to brace the rail 
in position, each such telescopic connection including a 
circumferential extending slot in the outermost member of 
the connection and a stop member in the other member 
of the connection that projects into the slot to thereby 
limit the degree of pivot and to retain the parts in as 
sembly. 
The present invention accomplishes the objectives of 

compactness for storage by providing hinged anchoring 
arms which fold in a plane normal to the guard members. 
To further facilitate this objective, the guard member may 
comprise two halves hinged together about a vertical 
axis to fold the bed rail into half its full length. This 
presents advantages over both ?xed anchoring arms and 
bed rails of rigid, unitary guard members of ?xed length. 
It is also superior to vertically collapsing anchoring arms 
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which cause side guard collapse when the anchoring arms 
are even slightly withdrawn from under a mattress. 
The present invention is easily mounted, in that the 

anchoring arms need only be inserted between the mat 
tress and springs. The combined weight of the mattress 
and occupant are su?icient to hold the bed rail securely 
in position. This eliminates the necessity for locking means 
which are an additional expense and difficult to attach. 
The telescopic pivotal connection which restricts the 

anchoring arms to a pivot within a ninety degree are is of 
simple construction and permits enhanced vertical sta 
bility. 

Objects of the invention are to provide an improved 
collapsible bed rail of greater portability, adequate 
strength, economy of construction, simplicity of opera 
tion, and that is collapsible to within minimal overall 
dimensions. 
The foregoing and other objects and advantages will 

appear from the following description of the invention, 
in the description reference is made to the accompanying 
drawings which show by way of illustration and not of 
limitation a speci?c embodiment of the invention. Such 
embodiment does not represent, in any sense, the full 
scope of the invention, but rather the invention may be 
employed in many different embodiments, and reference 
is made to the claims for a determination of the full 
scope of the invention. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

FIG. 1 is a view in perspective showing two bed rails 
of the invention mounted with the position anchoring arms 
between a box spring and mattress, 
FIG. 2 is an enlarged fragmentary view in elevation of 

a telescopic, pivotal connection for the anchoring arms, 
FIG. 3 is a view partly in section of the telescopic 

connection taken in the plane 3—3 as shown in FIG. 4, 
and 
FIG. 4 is a plan view of the telescopic connection taken 

in the plane 4—4 as shown in FIG. 2. 

DESCRIPTION OF THE PREFERRED 
EMBODIMENT 

Each of the collapsible bed rails in the drawings has 
a vertical guard member 1 that rises above a mattress and 
is comprised of two inverted U-shaped frames 2 with 
horizontal stringers 3 that are of tubular metal construc 
tion. The frames 2 readily permit attachment of a plastic 
network or other suitable screen or fabric to restrain 
persons in bed. The frames 2 of the guard member 1 are 
disposed adjacent one another and are joined by a metal 
hinge 4, so that they may be collapsed against one another 
to facilitate storage and handling. 
The inverted U-shaped frames 2 terminate in downward 

extending legs 5 that are hollow, tubular members. Three 
of the legs 5 of a bed rail are in a telescopic connection 
with an anchoring arm 6 of L-shaped con?guration. FIGS. 
2-4 show a telescopic connection between a downward 
extending leg 5 and an anchoring arm 6, and it is seen 
that the arm 6 is also a thin walled tubular member. The 
upper end of the arm 6 is of reduced diameter to ?t 
snugly within the hollow lower end of the downward 
extending leg 5, to thereby form the telescopic connec 
tion. To reinforce the connection, and to serve as a ?rm 
seat for a pivot limiting stop member 7, a rigid, annular 
plug 8 is tightly inserted into the upper end of the an 
choring arm 6. 
The lower end of the downward extending leg 5 of 

FIGS. 2-4 has a circumferential extending slot 9 that 
extends through an arc of ninety degrees. The pivot limit 
ing stop 7 is in the form of a screw, and the head 10 of 
this stop 7 projects into the slot 9. 
The pivot of the anchoring arm 6 with respect to its 
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associated leg 5 is thus limited. The slots 9 are positioned 
to permit a ninety degree turning, but no more, so that 
the arms 6 can be perpendicular to the plane of the guard 
member 1 when in operative position for insertion under 
a mattress, or collapsed in a common plane with the 
guard member 1. The direction of pivot for the respective 
arms 6 is indicated by the arrows 11 in FIG. 1, and for 
the positions of collapse all the arms 6 are within the 
overall length of the guard 1. The two frames 2 of the 
guard 1 can also be collapsed against one another to 
achieve objectives of the invention. 

I claim: 
1. In a collapsible bed rail having a guard member for 

projecting above a mattress that includes downwardly 
extending legs, and further having anchoring arms pivotal 
ly attached to the lower end of the legs, the improvement 
therein of : 

each downward leg having a hollow cylindrical tubular 
member at its lower end; 

each anchoring arm having a hollow cylindrical tubular 
member at its upper end that is in telescopic con 
nection with the lower end of one of said downward 
legs, whereby one member is inserted within the 
other member; 

a stiff, reinforcing plug tightly inserted within the inner 
member of each telescopic connection; 

the outer member of each telescopic connection having 
a circumferential extending slot that exposes the 
inner member and that is at the elevation of said 
plug; and 

a pivot limiting stop member secured in each inner 
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A 
member and its associated plug which has a head 
projecting from the inner member into the recess 
presented by the slot of the outer member to limit 
relative turning movement of the anchoring arms 
with respect to the downward legs to an arc of about 
90 degrees, in which the limits of movement are be 
tween an anchoring arm position in the plane of 
said guard member and an anchoring arm position 
normal to said guard member, and to retain the 
legs and arms in assembly with one another. 

2. In a bed rail as in claim 1, wherein the guard mem 
ber comprises a pair of frames hinged to one another 
to provide collapse of one frame against the other to 
reduce the length of the bed rail. 
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